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25.0 Naval Units  

Naval units are found in only certain games in this series. 

Naval units are not combat units, but have special capabilities 

that affect operations on land. 

25.1 Naval Unit Characteristics 

25.11 How to Read the Naval Unit 

Example of a Naval Unit 

[Insert graphic – From Crimea PB, p.13] 

 

 

Naval Unit Types: 

BB Battleship 

CL  Light Cruiser 

DL  Destroyer Leader 

DD  Destroyer 

T  Transport 

 

25.12 Explanation of Naval Unit Values 

a. Artillery Support Value is the strength the naval unit uses 

when it attacks a Defender hex as an artillery unit. 

b. Protection Rating is the maximum number of Damage 

Points a naval unit can absorb before being sunk (eliminated). 

c. Transport Capacity is the maximum number of stacking 

points of ground units that can be carried by the naval unit. 

d. Naval Movement Point Allowance is the maximum number 

of sea zones a naval unit can move in one movement phase. 

e. Range is the maximum number of hexes a naval unit can be 

from a Defender hex (or Target) and still provide artillery 

support. When computing range, do not count the naval unit 

hex but do count the Defender hex. 

f. Codes on back (Sailed status side) of unit 

 R Recovery value 

 S Sailed status 

 

25.13 Abbreviations for Naval Module 

CD Coast Artillery  27.12 

NMP Naval Movement Point 26.14 

NTP Naval Transport Point 26.25 

 

25.2 How to Use Naval Units 

25.21 Naval units are not combat units but they can affect 

(ground) combat units. They have no stacking value. They do 

not require General Supply or Attack Supply. 

25.22 Naval units move only at sea and have no effect on 

movement of units on land. They cannot prevent entry of 

enemy combat units into a port hex [see 26.0]. They do, 

however, prevent entry of enemy non-combat units [such as 

MSUs]. 

25.23 Naval Units have no steps; they suffer Damage Points 

[27.33]. A naval unit in the Eliminated Box cannot be rebuilt 

[exception: Transports]. 

25.24 Any naval unit (except Transport) is allowed AA Fire. 

For this purpose each naval unit counts as an AA unit, 

regardless of Damage on it; but it provides AA only for itself 

[see also 14.4]. Ground AA units can combine with any one 

naval unit in port for AA Fire. 

25.25 Naval units cannot be reduced or removed to satisfy 

combat unit step losses, but they can be damaged or sunk due 

to Naval Movement Loss Table results, or Shipping Attack air 

missions. 

Note: Flotilla units are not naval units. 

 

25.3 Naval Unit Readiness 

25.31 Naval units have two sides: Ready and Sailed. The 

Ready side indicates Ready status. To be eligible for naval 

movement [26.2] a naval unit must be in Ready status 

[Exception: 26.21b]. Sailed naval units check Readiness 

during the Naval Readiness Phase. 

25.32 Procedure. The owning player determines Readiness for 

all his Sailed naval units during the Naval Readiness Phase. 

a. Roll one die for each naval unit that is in Sailed status. 

Apply DRMs from the Naval Unit Readiness and Repair 

Chart. 

b. If the modified die roll result is equal to or less than the 

unit’s Recovery rating, change that naval unit to Ready status. 

Units that pass Readiness can remain in Ready status 

indefinitely. 

c. Units that do not pass Readiness remain in Sailed status and 

can try again next turn 

25.33 The level of air Interdiction applied to the port causes a 

DRM to be applied for Naval unit Readiness. 

25.34 Sunk naval units do not check for Readiness. 

25.35 A naval unit conducting Readiness cannot also conduct 

Naval Damage Repair [27.4] during the same phase. 

 

 

26.0 Naval Movement 

26.1 Sea Zones 

Naval movement is the process by which naval units move 

from location to location. Any ground units with them [loaded 

for naval transport; see 28.1] move with those naval units 

[even when forced to move; see 26.22b] 

26.11 All sea areas are divided into sea zones. Ports are not 

part of any sea zone. Sea zones are used for naval unit 

movement and are used to calculate how far a naval unit can 

move. Naval units are not placed on any specific hex in the sea 

zone unless for a specific mission [such as Amphibious 

Assault, see 30.0]. 

26.12 Naval units move only by naval movement at sea 

Naval units move from sea zone to sea zone, from port to sea 

zone, or sea zone to port. They do not move from hex to hex 

even though each sea zone includes a hex grid. The grid is 

used only for placement of naval units for naval artillery 

support [29.0] or Amphibious Assault [30.0]. 

a. A naval unit conducts naval movement in either, or both, 

the Motorized Movement or Movement phases. The Soviet 

player moves his naval units one at a time, individually. The 

Axis player can choose to move his naval units as groups so 

long as those in the group begin together at the same location. 

Design Note: Soviet ships rarely moved as groups because of 

poor command and control. 

 

b. A naval unit can also conduct naval movement during 

enemy Movement or Reaction Movement or during enemy 
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advance or retreat after combat, but only when it is forced to 

do so because an enemy combat unit enters the port hex it 

occupies [these should be rare circumstances]. Move it 

immediately into the adjacent sea zone. This movement is 

subject to the Naval Movement Loss Table [see 27.2 and treat 

Abort as a D1 result]. It remains in Ready status while at sea. 

If it begins in Sailed status, it turns immediately to Ready 

status but apply a (+3) DRM to the Naval Movement Loss 

Table. 

Note: Naval units can move during any type of weather but 

only Storm weather causes a DRM on the Naval Movement 

Loss Table. 

 

c. Naval units can remain “at sea” in a sea zone at the end of 

Naval Movement, if desired. 

d. Shallow Water. No naval movement is allowed in Shallow 

Water. 

26.13 Naval movement is not limited by Non-Op status of HQ 

units [they are under a different command]. 

26.14 Naval units use their Naval Movement Point (NMP) 

Allowance to move. They can spend all or some of their 

printed NMP allowance each phase they move. 

a. It costs one NMP for a naval unit to enter a sea zone from a 

port or an adjacent sea zone. Each port is adjacent to only one 

sea zone. 

b. NMP costs: 

NMPs Action 

1 To move from one sea zone to an  

 adjacent sea zone 

0 To end movement on any all-sea hex in  

 the same sea zone 

1 To move from port to an adjacent sea 

 zone 

0 To enter a port hex adjacent to the sea  

 zone 

 

26.2 Ports 

26.21 Every major city, city, or town found in coastal hexes is 

also a port, regardless of its precise location in that hex [the 

graphic symbol does not have to actually touch the sea]. A 

port is always adjacent to a sea zone, not actually in that zone, 

and is always adjacent to only one sea zone. 

26.22 Port Categories 

 Major Port: a coastal hex with an anchor symbol within a 

circle. 

 Minor Port: a coastal hex with an anchor symbol. 

 Anchorage: any city or town in a coastal hex without an 

anchor symbol. 

 

26.23 Port Locations 

a. Each major port and minor port has a special port box 

printed on the game map near it. Naval units can be stored 

there when in port. This is the same as being in that port and is 

provided only as a convenience to reduce stacking problems.  

b. Anchorages are so restricted that few naval units will be 

found there. No port box is provided for them. 

c. A few ports can be found a short distance inland and along 

major rivers [Example: Rostov]. Each is designated by a Port 

Box. Naval units use flotilla movement rules [22.41] to be 

able to move into or out of these ports; here, the MP cost is 

included in the NMP cost (to enter the port, or to leave the 

port for the adjacent sea zone). They cannot move farther 

along that river. That port is adjacent to the sea zone where the 

Port Box is found. 

 

26.24 There is no limit to the number of naval units of allowed 

types that can occupy a port. Naval units are restricted to the 

type of port they can use. See the Port Characteristics Chart 

for the types of naval units allowed in each type of port. 

26.25 Port capacity is measured in terms of Naval Transport 

Points (NTPs). See the Port Characteristics Chart for the 

maximum that can be both loaded and unloaded on any turn 

for each type of port. The number listed on the Chart is the 

total for both loading and unloading. Capacity used for 

loading cannot also be used for unloading in the same player 

turn. 

Example: If capacity is 12 and 7 NTPs have unloaded, then a 

maximum of only 5 (12 – 7 = 5) can load in the same turn. 

Next turn another 12 NTPs can load or unload at that port. 

Note: Naval Base units [32.2] increase port capacity. 

 

26.26 Port General Supply 

a. A port provides General Supply for a limited number of 

stacking points of ground units that can trace a Supply Line to 

it. A port thereby becomes a Supply Source (although limited). 

See the Port Characteristics Chart for General Supply capacity 

by port type. General Supply capacity is stated in terms of 

stacking points. 

b. A port (or anchorage) of any type provides twice its 

General Supply capacity if a Naval Base unit is on that hex. 

Note: Normally, an unlimited number of units can trace a 

Supply Line off the edge of a game map but at times ground 

units could be cut off with no connection with the friendly 

edge of the game map. Such units could rely on port capacity 

to provide their General Supply. As the opposing player 

captures ports, total available port capacity may become 

insufficient to sustain all remaining units. Players are 

cautioned to watch port capacities carefully. Players should 

also note that ports on certain sea zones (such as the Sea of 

Azov) have limited capacity [and the Axis has limited capacity 

in the Black Sea]; check the scenario rules for those games. 

 

c. An anchorage on Shallow Water or Lake is not a port and 

does not provide General Supply. 

26.27 Port Capacity Reduction 

a. If a port hex is within a Zone of Interdiction, reduce port 

capacity (loading, unloading, or General Supply) as shown on 

the Port Characteristics Chart. For Level 1 Interdiction use the 

listed amount; for Level 2 Interdiction double the listed 

amount. 

b. If a port hex is within range of one or more enemy artillery 

units in General Supply, reduce General Supply capacity by 

one per artillery fire support point, up to a maximum reduction 

of six for as long as the enemy units are in range. 

c. For a port to have any capacity at even a reduced rate when 

enemy combat units are adjacent, a friendly ground unit, 

combat or non-combat, is required in the port hex. 
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d. Capacity reduction effects are cumulative. Capacity for any 

port cannot be reduced below zero. A Naval Base unit doubles 

the net port capacity after all reductions have been made. 

Example: A Soviet Naval Base unit occupies Inset hex 1527 

(a major port). The maximum port capacity is 30, but Axis 

artillery units with six support points are in range, reducing the 

capacity by 6 to 24, and the port is in a Level Two Zone of 

Interdiction, further reducing the capacity by 12, leaving 

remaining capacity at 12. The Base unit now doubles this 

capacity to 24. 

 

e. For an air Interdiction mission [14.6] that includes a port, 

naval units (excluding transports) in the port allow the player 

to make an AA die roll if no AA capable land units are 

available to conduct the AA Fire. The same applies when the 

port is a Defender Hex during combat. 

26.28 A captured port cannot be utilized for naval movement 

or General Supply until the next turn (not next phase) after 

capture. 

 

26.3 Naval Unit Status 

26.31 Once a naval unit ends its Movement Phase in a friendly 

port, turn it over to its Sailed side. Sailed naval units cannot 

move until they change to Ready status. 

26.32 A naval unit in Sailed status can provide naval artillery 

support [29.1] and AA Fire. 

Note: Until it enters a friendly port a naval unit cannot re-load 

with ground units for naval transport [28.1], it cannot conduct 

Damage Repair [27.4], it cannot conduct naval artillery 

defensive support [29.1], it cannot combine with other artillery 

for naval artillery attack support [29.1], and it cannot receive 

ground unit AA support [14.4]. While in port it is subject to 

Shipping Attack air mission only during the enemy Combat 

Phase [15.0]. 

Design Note: The reasons for availability for movement are 

not the same as the reasons for availability for fire support. 

 

 

27.0 Naval Movement Loss 

27.1 General 

27.11 Whenever a naval unit (or Axis units moving as a 

group) stops its movement for the current phase (either by 

entering a port or anchorage, or by remaining at sea), and has 

spent at least one Naval Movement Point, resolve the Naval 

Movement Loss Table for that unit. Roll separately for each 

naval unit (or Axis group). 

Example: A Soviet naval unit spends one NMP to enter the 

Kerch Sea Zone during the Soviet Motorized Movement Phase 

and stops there. It is subject to Naval Movement Loss Table 

results. Resolve the Table for it at the end of the phase and 

apply the results. During the next Movement phase when it 

moves from Kerch Sea Zone to Feodosia port, it is again 

subject to Naval Movement Loss Table results upon arrival in 

the port because it spent one NMP to enter the Crimea Sea 

Zone. Note that here the Naval Movement Loss Table is 

resolved twice for the same unit although for different phases. 

Results are cumulative. 

 

27.12 Coast artillery (CD) units can also conduct Shipping 

Attack Missions against any in-range naval or flotilla units in 

line of sight during the enemy Combat Phase. 

a. CD units conducting Shipping Attack cannot participate in 

Ground Combat. 

b. Each CD unit targets one naval or flotilla unit. If more than 

one CD unit is present, some can target different naval units or 

flotillas. 

c. Find and then use the applicable column of the Naval 

Movement or Shipping Attack Loss Table. 

 

27.2 Naval Movement Loss Table 

27.21 Use the Air Interdiction column when the Axis player 

has placed an Interdiction Level marker in the Naval 

Movement Interdiction Box. Apply a (+1) DRM if the marker 

is a Level Two marker. 

27.22 Use the CD Artillery column for all naval units  

 That begin movement in a hex within range of an enemy 

CD unit, or 

 That pass within range of at least one enemy CD unit 

anywhere on the way to a destination hex [such as the 

Kerch Strait], or 

 Where the destination hex is within range of an enemy 

CD unit [such as when stopping in an all-sea hex to 

provide artillery support to a (ground) combat unit]. 

 

27.23 Apply an additional (+1) DRM for each additional CD 

point (count support points, not units) after the first point. 

27.24 If both (a) and (b) above apply then use the “Both” 

column, with DRMs as specified above. 

27.25 If neither (a) or (b) above apply, then use the “Regular 

Naval Movement” column. 

Example of Naval Movement and Damage 

[Insert graphic – from Crimea PB p.45] 

 

 

The Soviet K.Kavkas naval unit (with a Naval Movement 

Point allowance of 3) begins the Soviet Motorized Movement 

Phase in the major port of Sevastopol (hex 1527). The Soviet 

player picks up the K.Kavkas and places it in the Map-T 

Holding Box, a major port. The K.Kavkas has now spent its 

three Naval Movement Points (NMPs) for the phase: one to 

enter the Sevastopol Sea Zone, a second to enter the Kerch 

Sea Zone, the third to enter the Kerch Sea Zone, and nothing 

to enter the Holding Box port adjacent to the Kerch Sea Zone. 

The Soviet player then resolves the Naval Movement Loss 

Table to see if any Damage occurred because of this 

movement. Earlier, the Axis player had successfully placed an 

air unit with an Interdiction Rating of 1 in the Naval 

Movement Interdiction Box. The K.Kavkas is subject to loss 

on the Air Interdiction column of the Naval Movement Loss 

Table. The Soviet player rolls a 10, with no DRMs, resulting 

in an AD1 result. The “D1” portion of the result means one 

Damage point, so he places a “1” Number marker on the naval 

unit to indicate the Damage. Because he then chooses to 

ignore the “A” (Abort) portion of the result, an additional 1 

point of Damage is applied to the K.Kavkas. Since the 

K.Kavkas has a protection rating of 3, it is not sunk. The 

K.Kavkas is now turned to its Sailed side to show it is not 
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available for further naval movement until it returns to its 

Ready mode. 

 

27.3 Shipping Attack Table 

27.31 Procedure 

a. Use the appropriate column of the Shipping Attack Table 

for the target naval unit (or flotilla) 

b. Roll separately for each sea hex to which CD units can be 

applied. 

Note: The same CD units might apply more than once to the 

same naval unit target (or flotilla). 

 

c. Apply applicable DRMs to the die roll to obtain the final 

result. If two or more CD units target a single naval unit (or 

flotilla), total these to get a final DRM. 

 

27.32 Shipping Attack Table Results 

a. If the only DRM was for Storm, no more than one (1) 

Damage Point can be applied to the naval unit. 

b. If Abort is the result, the owner can choose to either 

 Return that naval unit (and any transported units) 

immediately to its departure port, or 

 Apply an additional one point of Damage [required for 

26.12b] and remain at the current location (destination 

port or at sea). 

Note: When returning to port due to an Abort result, a naval 

unit may appear to spend NMPs to return to that port, but 

additional NMPs are not spent; the naval unit did not actually 

occupy the destination hex. It turned back short of its 

destination. When returning to port, no additional NMPs are 

spent so the naval unit is not again subject to Naval Movement 

Loss Table results. 

 

c. A naval unit that begins naval movement while in a sea 

zone will substitute Abort results on the Naval Movement 

Loss Table with an additional D1 result (one Damage Point) 

and it arrives at its destination. Do not apply the Abort (there 

is no port to which the naval unit can return). 

d. Whenever Damage Points are the result, immediately apply 

the indicated number of points. 

 

27.3 Naval Unit Damage 

27.31 If a naval unit receives Damage Points, apply those 

Damage Points to that naval unit, not to its passengers or to 

any other naval unit. Once a naval unit accumulates Damage 

Points greater than its protection rating, it is sunk; place it in 

the Eliminated Box. 

27.32 Place a sunk transport unit instead in the Cadre Box 

with 3 Damage Points. It can return to play [27.44]. 

27.33 Passenger ground units are not affected unless the naval 

unit carrying them is sunk. If the naval unit is sunk, place its 

passengers in the Eliminated Box. 

Examples: 

(1) The Soviet “Komintern” naval unit (protection rating of 3) 

is sunk upon receiving its fourth Damage Point. Place it in the 

Eliminated Box. It cannot return to play. 

(2) The Soviet “Gp-A” transport naval unit (protection rating 

of 2) is sunk upon receiving its third Damage Point. Place it in 

the Cadre Box (since transports can be rebuilt) but any ground 

units it was transporting go to the Eliminated Box (since it was 

sunk). 

 

27.34 Record Damage by use of Number markers. Place these 

on the facsimile for that naval unit, as found on the Naval 

Units Damage Box. 

Note: As an alternative, players could place Number markers 

directly on the naval unit but are cautioned that this would 

make for unwieldy stacks of game counters. Other 

alternatives: players might want to make unit hit rosters, or 

place the Number marker on the scenario Set Up Card. 

 

27.35 Naval units with Damage can still change to Ready 

status but apply a (+1) DRM for the Readiness die roll. 

27.36 A naval unit with Damage totaling greater than half its 

protection rating loses one (1) NMP and half of its artillery 

support factor (rounded up). Naval transport capacity does not 

change, regardless of Damage. Naval units with AA retain AA 

regardless of damage. 

 

27.4 Naval Damage Repair 

27.41 During the Naval Readiness Phase the owning player 

can conduct Damage Repair on each of his selected Sailed 

naval units and any Ready naval unit with Damage (including 

damaged flotillas). Conduct Repair or Readiness; both 

procedures are not allowed during the same phase. 

27.42 Procedure. The player rolls one die for each naval unit 

with Damage and applies pertinent DRMs from the Naval Unit 

Readiness and Repair Chart. If the result is equal to or less 

than the naval unit’s Recovery Rating, remove one Damage 

Point from that naval unit. No more than one Damage Point 

can be removed per Naval Readiness Phase for each naval 

unit. Each level of Air Interdiction applies a (+1) DRM to the 

Readiness die roll. 

27.43 All flotillas recover fully and automatically. 

27.44 A Transport naval unit requires just one Damage Point 

to be removed (of the three points on it) in order to return to 

play from the Cadre Box. Place it on its Sailed side at a 

friendly major port (any Leningrad port hex) at the conclusion 

of the phase with two Damage Points remaining. 

Design Note: Transport naval units are really groups of 

transport ships. A loss of individual ships could be replaced 

after a short organizational delay. 

 

 

28.0 Naval Transport 

28.1 Naval Transport occurs during naval movement. 

28.11 General 

a. Loading or unloading of eligible ground units onto a naval 

unit is not ground movement and uses no (ground) movement 

points. Units conducting Naval Transport cannot conduct any 

other type of movement during that movement phase. 

b. Motorized and non-motorized units placed in a Holding 

Box as reinforcements can conduct naval transport during 

their movement phase of arrival. 

 

28.12 Only naval units that have naval transport capacity can 

carry ground units. Naval movement of ground units is also 

limited by the capacity of individual ports. 

28.13 Naval Transport Units 
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a. All naval units capable of performing naval transport have 

transport capacity marked on them. A naval unit cannot 

perform naval transport unless it has transport capacity greater 

than zero. 

b. Generally, one capacity point carries one stacking point of 

ground units. One capacity point on a naval unit transports: 

 One non-motorized stacking point, or 

 One zero stacking point unit, or 

 One HQ, or 

 One Attack Supply Point 

 

c. Each motorized stacking point (including orange MA 

artillery) requires two capacity points; therefore, each 

motorized stacking point requires a naval unit having a 

capacity of at least two points. Naval units cannot combine to 

carry ground units; a sufficiently large naval unit is required. 

d. Non-Transportable: 

 Armored Train 

 Coast Artillery 

 Railroad Artillery 

 Super-Heavy artillery 

 

Note: Replacement Points (RPs) cannot be transported but 

Soviet Zap units, Soviet Tried Militia units, or Axis RSCs can 

be transported.  

 

28.14 Naval Transport Procedure 

a. Eligible units (those that can move this movement phase) 

and the naval units to transport them must begin together on 

an on-map port. When units are allowed to load: 

During the Motorized Movement Phase 

 Motorized units 

 Non-Motorized units activated by an in-range HQ for 

port-to port naval transport. Place an Activated marker. 

 Soviet units activated for Amphibious Assault. 

 

During the Movement Phase 

 Motorized units 

 Non-Motorized units 

 Axis units activated for Amphibious Assault. 

 

b. Place the ground units either underneath the naval unit or 

on the naval unit’s facsimile on the Naval Units Damage Box. 

c. Perform Naval Movement [26.1]. Each transporting naval 

unit ends Naval Movement by: 

 Entering a friendly destination port (place it in the port 

box); or 

 Remaining at sea in a sea zone (at sea) if it cannot reach a 

friendly destination port; or 

 Readying for Amphibious Assault [30.1] 

 

d. Resolve the Naval Movement Loss Table [27.2] after 

having moved all desired naval units. 

Note: After conducting Amphibious Assault during the 

Combat Phase the naval unit might return to port during the 

following movement phase. If so, it would again spend NMPs 

up to its allowance; resolve the Naval Movement Loss Table 

again for that unit (because it spent NMPs). 

 

e. Unloading. Place the transported units on the map on the 

destination port hex, up to stacking limits and according to 

that port’s unloading capacity. 

f. Any transported unit that would exceed stacking limits or 

the unloading capacity of the port, instead remains on the 

transporting naval unit until the next friendly movement phase 

when capacity opens again and cannot spend MPs in the 

movement phase unloaded. 

g. MSUs and Dumps still loaded on naval units are not eligible 

to be used by ground units. Once unloaded these can be spent 

beginning in the next phase of the same Segment [for 

example: to provide Attack Supply]. 

hi. Soviet non-motorized units activated for port-to-port 

transport during the Motorized Movement Phase [8.54a] can 

unload during the Movement Phase but cannot move. 

i. A (ground) unit does not have AA capability while it is 

being transported. 

 

28.2 Naval Evacuation 

28.21 During any friendly Movement Phase a player can 

declare Evacuation procedure to begin at any friendly port. 

28.22 Evacuation takes effect when the declaration is made. 

Place a Naval Evacuation marker on all ports where 

Evacuation is declared. Remove this marker during the Game-

Turn Interphase of the turn Evacuation is complete. 

Evacuation is complete either when the player declares it to be 

complete or when an enemy combat unit enters the hex. 

28.23 While an Evacuation marker is on a port: 

a. Double the loading capacity of that port. Compute capacity 

after reduction [see 26.27 and Naval Base unit increase, 

26.26b]. 

b. That port cannot unload (it only loads). 

c. The port’s General Supply capacity is zero (0) until the 

Evacuation marker is removed. 

d. Any naval unit arriving there does not change to Sailed 

mode; it remains in Ready mode. 

e. Ground units do not have to start in the Evacuation hex in 

order to load onto naval units that will transport them. They 

can conduct regular ground movement to the Evacuation port 

and load and leave, all in the same phase. They cannot conduct 

railroad movement. 

 

28.24 All units that conduct Evacuation receive a “Do Not 

Move 2 GTs” marker immediately upon loading onto a naval 

unit. The two-turn period begins the turn the unit lands. Naval 

units are not affected by the “Do Not Move” marker. 

Example: The 1330 Regiment evacuates during GT 59 to hex 

1426. Place a “Do Not Move 2 GTs” marker on it immediately 

upon landing. During the Soviet Engineering Phase of GT 59, 

the marker is changed to a “Do Not Move 1 GT” marker. At 

the end of GT 60 remove the “Do Not Move 1 GT” marker. 

The unit is free to move on GT 61. 

 

28.25 Turn any HQ that conducts Evacuation to Non-Op as it 

loads onto a naval unit. It can begin recovery to Operational 

status only while on land. As long as it is on a naval unit in a 

sea zone, its Non-Op status has no effect on land or naval 

units. 
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29.0 Naval Artillery Support 

29.1 At Sea Soviet Naval Artillery Support 

29.11 A naval unit with artillery support strength can 

contribute its support strength to a Declared Attack (a regular 

ground combat or Amphibious Assault combat). To do so, the 

naval unit ends movement on an all-sea hex in range of the 

Defender Hex. While at sea only one naval unit can support 

any single Declared Attack. 

29.12 Naval units at sea cannot be used to provide defensive 

artillery support. 

29.13 Any naval units at sea providing support strength to a 

Declared Attack returns to port during the Soviet Movement 

Phase after providing the support. 

 

29.2 In Port Soviet Naval Artillery Support 

Naval units in port can combine and count toward the artillery 

unit and strength limitations per Declared Attack. 

29.21 A single naval unit is not required to be within 

command range of an HQ to contribute its artillery support 

strength to a Declared (ground) Attack. 

29.22 A single naval unit can combine with a single ground 

artillery unit in the same combat if both are within command 

range of the same HQ). 

29.23 Two naval units can combine to provide support but 

both must be within command range of a friendly HQ when 

combining.  

29.24 Naval units can conduct artillery support (attacking or 

defending) regardless of their Readiness status. 

29.25 Naval units in port can also combine to conduct 

defensive fire support following 29.12 above. 

 

 

30.0 Amphibious Assault 

Combat units use Amphibious Assault procedure to attack a 

coastal hex from an adjacent all-sea hex. 

30.1 Preparing for Amphibious Assault 

30.11 Move eligible units on the transporting naval units by 

naval transport procedure from departure ports. End 

movement in an all-sea hex opposite a coastal hex during the 

friendly movement phase before the Combat Phase. All naval 

transport movement is subject to Naval Movement Loss Table 

results. 

30.12 Amphibious Assault combat takes place only during the 

Combat Phase. Units conducting Amphibious Assault must 

move ashore [effectively as an Advance after Combat], either 

as a result of combat or if the hex is already vacant. 

Note: This is the only situation where, in effect, a unit is 

allowed to attack a vacant hex. Such units may have to wait in 

the all-sea hex over several game phases if the first landing 

attempt is not successful [30.25]. Planning is very important. 

 

30.13 General Restrictions 

a. Only the following combat unit types can conduct 

Amphibious Assault: 

 Infantry 

 Mountain Infantry 

 Airborne/Parachute 

 Engineer (non-motorized) 

 

b. Units leaving a port due to Evacuation [28.2] must land at a 

port before they are eligible for Amphibious Assault. 

c. Soviets. All participating combat units (on map) are 

Activated [10.25] but do not require an HQ for this activation. 

Place an Activated marker on each. 

Design Note: Combat units are being activated by a higher 

level HQ and are not bound by the restrictions for Army HQs. 

 

d. Combat units making Amphibious Assault do not require 

Attack Supply, are not AA capable, and are not subject to 

Soviet Surrender [20.0] during the turn of Amphibious 

Assault. 

Note: Starting the turn after landing, the very next Supply 

Status Phase, these units are required to trace General and 

Attack supply normally. Units that cannot trace LOC to a 

friendly port must make Surrender die rolls if adjacent to Axis 

units. 

 

30.14 At-Sea Placement Limitations 

a. Only one combat unit per phase can be placed in a single 

all-sea hex for Amphibious Assault [due to poor command 

control]. Placement on a coastal hex is not allowed. 

b. Coastal hexes which are the object of an Amphibious 

Assault can be either occupied or unoccupied. Enemy reaction 

movement is prohibited into an unoccupied coastal hex under 

Amphibious Assault. 

Note: Amphibious Assault can be used to place a unit in a 

coastal hex that is already occupied by another friendly unit. 

 

c. From its all-sea placement hex a combat unit can attack 

only one adjacent coastal hex. It cannot attack more than one 

coastal hex in a single combat. Combat units in more than one 

all-sea hex can combine to attack the same coastal hex, but all 

must be adjacent to that coastal Defender Hex. 

d. Amphibious Assault cannot be conducted by leaving the 

transporting naval units in port; they must be at sea. 

30.15 Amphibious Assault Combat Declaration 

a. Combat. The units in the all-sea hex declare an attack 

against a single adjacent coastal hex. They ignore other 

adjacent hexes occupied by enemy combat units. They can 

participate in an attack combined with other units already on 

land. 

Note: An enemy unit in an adjacent coastal hex does not 

project its ZOC through the all-sea hexside between its coastal 

hex and the all sea hex occupied by the Amphibious Assault 

units. 

 

b. Amphibious Assault units can make a Declared Attack 

against an unoccupied coastal hex, ignoring other adjacent 

coastal hexes. Combat procedure is not followed since there is 

no actual attack [the hex is vacant]. All of these units must 

advance after combat onto the vacant coastal hex. 

 

30.16 Amphibious Assault Combat Procedure 

a. Units conducting an Amphibious Assault ignore retreat 

combat results. Only the following Retreat Orders [12.6] are 

allowed: 

Attacker  none 

Defender Additional Retreat 
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b. Attacking units must advance after combat if the coastal 

hex becomes vacant. 

c. If combat results do not clear the coastal hex of enemy 

combat units, surviving attacking ground units and the naval 

units transporting them remain “at sea” in the all-sea hex 

adjacent to the coastal hex. They can conduct Amphibious 

Assault against the hex next turn (if the naval units do not 

move) without again resolving the Naval Movement Loss 

Table, or can move away (by naval movement) during their 

next movement phase (and will be subject to Naval Movement 

Loss Table results). 

d. While on the all-sea hex they cannot be attacked by enemy 

ground units on the coastal hex except for in range CD 

Artillery units participating in a Shipping Attack. 

e. Flotillas can also be included in the combat and can advance 

after combat onto a vacated coastal Defender Hex. 

f. Ground units that have conducted Amphibious Assault, and 

the naval units transporting them, cannot conduct movement 

for the rest of the turn. 

 

30.2 Coast Artillery (CD) Effects 

30.21 During naval movement CD artillery causes a DRM on 

the Naval Movement Loss Table if that naval unit, at any point 

in its naval movement, either begins, passes, or ends within 

range of an enemy CD unit. 

30.22 During naval movement the final hex of Amphibious 

Assault naval movement becomes the naval Target Hex for all 

CD units in range. A CD unit can affect more than one naval 

Target Hex per turn [since it affects all that are within range]. 

Designate those CD units that will apply their support strength 

at each naval Target Hex for purposes of Naval Movement 

Loss Table. 

Example: The Soviet player makes an Amphibious Assault 

against two different Target Hexes in range of a single Axis 

CD unit. The Axis CD unit has the range to reach both naval 

Target Hexes. It can be used against both of the two naval 

Target Hexes for purposes of determining Naval Movement 

Loss Table results. 

 

30.23 Total the support strengths of all in-range CD units. CD 

units cannot fire at naval Target Hexes through any all-land 

hexsides or more than one coastal (part-land and part-sea) 

hexside. 

30.24 The support strengths of all CD units in a Defender Hex 

are doubled against each naval Target Hex. 

d. The total obtained is the CD artillery point strength to apply 

as a DRM on the Naval Movement Loss Table. 

Note: A CD unit can be counted twice (once against each 

Target) if it is adjacent to two naval Target Hexes. 

 

e. All CD units of both players always apply their CD effects 

against naval movement, regardless of their supply status. 

 

30.25 During the Combat Phase the same CD unit can apply 

its artillery support strength on just one Defender Hex. Apply 

each CD unit’s support strength to just one defending coastal 

hex, not all that are in range. No doubling occurs for combat; 

doubling applies only to DRM computation on the Naval 

Movement Loss Table [27.2]. 

Note: Coast artillery for both sides can conduct all regular 

artillery procedures. 

 

30.26 Soviet CD units always have attack supply, regardless 

of its function, and regardless of ASP availability. Axis units 

are subject to normal supply restrictions. 

 

30.3 Special Transport 

An MSU (not a Dump), or an HQ, can be carried by a 

transport naval unit to any coast hex already occupied by a 

friendly combat unit or supply unit. 

30.31 It moves onto the coastal hex during the Combat Phase 

as though it were a combat unit making an Amphibious 

Assault. It can be in the same hex as other combat units 

currently making an Amphibious Assault and can provide 

combat supply once it has landed, and during the same phase 

it lands. 

30.32 Once landed, an MSU can also be spent during the 

Supply Status Phase to place units in General Supply. It 

cannot prevent Surrender die rolls for Soviet units unable to 

trace LOC to a port. 

 

31.0 Air Missions against Naval Units 

31.1 Naval Movement Interdiction Mission 

31.11 Allocate eligible air units during the Air Interdiction 

Phase. Eligible air units are any air unit that has an 

Interdiction rating. Non-mission air units can also be assigned 

as firing units (as escort). No more than three air units 

(mission and firing) can be assigned to the Naval Movement 

Interdiction Box. 

31.12 There are no mission hexes. Instead, place the air units 

in the Naval Movement Interdiction Box (found on either the 

map or the appropriate Scenario cards). An Interdiction Level 

placed there will affect naval movement anywhere in sea 

zones affected by that Box. 

31.13 Soviets. Up to three Soviet naval fighter air units can 

oppose this mission; other Soviet fighters cannot. Interdicting 

air units that survive air combat cause an Interdiction Level 

marker equal to their Interdiction ratings (up to Level 2) to be 

placed in the Naval Movement Interdiction Box. Excess 

Interdiction is ignored. After the marker is placed return all air 

units in the Naval Movement Interdiction Box to the Flown 

Box. 

Note: AA Fire is not possible against this mission. 

 

31.14 The Soviet player refers to the Naval Movement 

Interdiction Box when making any Naval Movement Loss 

Table die rolls. With Interdiction Level 1 in the box, use the 

Air Interdiction column on the Naval Movement Loss Table 

(or the Air + CD Artillery column if CD artillery is present); 

with Interdiction Level 2, use the appropriate column as stated 

above and apply a (+1) DRM for each die roll. 

 

31.2 Shipping Attack Mission 

31.21 Any air unit with an Interdiction Rating can conduct 

Shipping Attack mission. 

31.22 Ready air units can attack enemy naval units either at 

sea or occupying a port hex during the Axis Combat Phase. 

They can also attack during the Axis Reaction Phase but 

attack only those Soviet naval units still at sea. 
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Design Note: The Soviets understood all too well that they did 

not have the capability to replace lost vessels. Ships at sea 

were far more vulnerable to the Luftwaffe than ships in port. 

 

31.23 Mission units can be escorted by firing units (apply the 

three air unit maximum) and are subject to air combat by 

opposing air units. 

31.24 Surviving mission units are each placed to attack a 

single naval unit. All can attack the same unit, or attack 

separate units if more than one naval unit is present. 

Additional naval units can be ignored. Targeted naval units are 

specified prior to any rolls being made. Mission units cannot 

shift to different target units once the declaration is made. 

31.25 Naval AA Fire 

a. Any naval unit (except Transport) is eligible to conduct AA 

Fire but only against air units conducting a mission (of any 

type) in the hex occupied by that naval unit (not adjacent). 

Naval AA Fire is allowed regardless of a naval unit’s status, 

Sailed or Ready. Naval units in the same hex (or adjacent) do 

not add together for AA Fire DRMs. In-range ground AA unit 

or HQ fire DRM up to the maximum +2 DRM can be added to 

each attacked naval unit’s AA die roll but only if the naval 

unit is in port. 

b. Since naval transports cannot conduct AA Fire; [they had 

no AA weapons], any naval unit allowed AA Fire that is 

stacked with that transport (in port) can provide AA Fire for 

that transport, unless it is, itself, a target of a shipping attack 

mission during the same phase. 

Note: Since the transport is the actual object of the attack, the 

transport will take any resulting Damage. 

 

31.26 Refer to the Shipping Attack Table. Roll once for each 

remaining air unit and apply DRMs. Apply any resultant 

Damage Points to the affected naval units immediately and 

then place the mission units in the Flown Box. 

 

32.0 Special Units 

32.1 Flotillas 

32.11 Flotilla units are subject to the Naval Movement Loss 

Table when conducting Flotilla movement in an all-sea hex 

(once per movement phase for any number of these hexes) or 

when within range of an enemy coast artillery unit. 

32.12 A flotilla unit is sunk (Eliminated) if it suffers three (3) 

or more Damage Points. Place a number marker on the Flotilla 

to show accumulated points of Damage. 

32.13 Flotilla units can conduct Damage repair [27.43] and 

automatically repair each Damage Point. 

32.14 Air units cannot attack Flotilla units with Shipping 

Attack missions. The DD/T/Flotilla Column on the Shipping 

Attack Table can only be utilized by air units for DD and T 

Shipping Attack missions. 

Design Note: This may seem odd but Flotillas are deemed as 

ground units because of their close association to units on 

land. Historically, flotillas experienced such a turn-over of 

actual vessels that the loss of a few such vessels would not 

eliminate the unit. 

 

32.2 Naval Base Units 

32.21 A player places these on any friendly controlled port 

hex (maximum of one base unit per hex). 

32.22 A Naval Base unit increases the port capacity of the 

placement port hex on the turn following placement [see Port 

Characteristics Chart]. 

32.23 A Naval Base unit cannot be moved by air transport or 

railroad movement. It can only be transported or evacuated by 

naval transport. 


